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Ancestral environment prior to conception affects behavior of descendant generations
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All olfactory sensory neurons (OSNs) in the nose expressing a single odorant receptor, project to a discrete region called a glomerulus in the olfactory bulb.
M71-LacZ transgenic mice
M71 receptor (*Olfr151*) expressing neurons stained blue

Acetophenone activates M71 OSNs (Bozza et al., 2002). Propanol does not.
Condition F0 generation with Odor (Odor+Shock)

Mate

Test descendant generations
How do descendants inherit information from ancestors?

Condition F0 generation with Odor (Odor+Shock)

Test descendant generations
F0 olfactory fear conditioning results in F1 generation being sensitive to F0 conditioned odor

n = 9-13

Dias & Ressler, Nat Neurosci (2014)
F0 olfactory fear conditioning results in enhanced neuroanatomical representation in F1 generation

Dias & Ressler, Nat Neurosci (2014)
Like Father – Like Son: How?

Transmitted vs Inherited
Inheritance of structure and function

1. IVF
2. F2 generation
1. Cross-fostering
M71 glomeruli in the olfactory bulbs of $F_1$ males are larger when F0 conditioning occurs with Acetophenone (Offspring derived from F0-sperm via IVF)


n = 16-19

Thank you: Emory Transgenic Mouse Core
Like Father – Like Son: Inherited BUT How?

olympicjokes.com
Epigenetic mechanisms may explain enhanced transcription of the M71 odorant receptor
*Olfr151 (M71) is hypo-methylated in sperm of F0-Ace males*

Inheritance of olfactory sensitivity & neuroanatomy from ancestral generation

Modified version from commentary by Moshe Syzef
Nat Neurosci (2014)
Reality and Promises of Epigenetics for Animal Science

Reality

G x E

Stressful experiences interact with the genome
What can we do with this information?

How is there cross-talk between environment and germ cells?

How do genetic loci marked by salient environmental cues escape epigenetic reprogramming?


Reik, Milekic (Gingrich), Smith (Mill), Radford (Ferguson-Smith)
Sources of information transfer in sperm

1. **Nose to gametes**: Exosomes containing ncRNA (miRNA, piRNA, tRFs)
   
   Active project: Profiling circulating exosomes and sperm RNA (*Commercial*)

2. **What is going on in the sperm**: Focus on methylation

   Active project: Genome-wide 5hmC and 5mC analysis (*Collab: Peng Jin*)
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